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Agile Solutions Ltd to become the first UK member of the MDM Alliance Group (MAG)
London, July 17th, 2008 —Agile Solutions, one of the fastest growing data integration and business
intelligence consultancies in the UK, today announced it’s membership and support of the Master Data
Management Alliance Group (MAG), the community promoting sustainable modeling procedures for delivering
master data management projects.
Agile Solutions will actively promote the modeling procedures encompassed by the MDM Guide from the MAG
by providing MDM value add services of consultancy, education and training. The use of MAG procedures
will also expand and complement their service offering data governance, data quality, data warehousing
and data integration.
“The business communities we have served have increasingly looked to take control of their data assets
and have IT support them with appropriate tools for data governance and life cycle management. With, the
adoption of the MAG as a common basis for its members to add value, we believe those business communities
will benefit from the intellectual capital from the experience of hundreds of successful and sustainable
MDM projects.” said Owen Lewis – Director of Agile Solutions Limited.
“The MAG community is very excited by the addition of our first UK member in support of our
collaborative best practice approach on an international basis.” said Pierre Bonnet a founding member
of the MAG and a veteran of delivering sustainable IT architecture. Bonnet adds “Agile will bring an
invaluable perspective to our existing community of software vendors, consulting and system integrators
delivering real sustainable business value in MDM projects.”
Under terms of the membership Agile Solutions will be actively involved with the MAG in the enhancement
of modeling procedures and the creation of common information models to meet the exacting needs of its
clients.
About Agile Solutions
Agile Solutions is a privately held UK information technology services company with offices in Glasgow,
Milton Keynes and London which provides technology based consulting and education services covering Data
Integration, Business Intelligence, Data Warehouse and Data Management across the industry spectrum. For
more information, email info@agilesolutions.co.uk.
About MDM Alliance Group
The MDM Alliance Group is a community of Software Vendors, Consultants and Systems Integrators, who
jointly invest their time and intellectual property in the development of a common best practice and
procedure approach for the successful and sustainable implementation of Master Data Management projects.
Completely agnostic to technologies, the members of the MAG bring their domain experience and potentially
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pre-built models with the underpinning of the MDM Procedures Guide to maximize your opportunity for a
success. To find out more about the MDM alliance Group and the valuable resources it brings to you on
your MDM project visit - www.mdmalliancegroup.com" For more information, email
info@mdmalliancegroup.com.
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